Early mineral deposition in calcifying tendon characterized by high voltage electron microscopy and three-dimensional graphic imaging.
Extracellular matrix organization and the spatial relationship between collagen fibrils, vesicular structures, and the first deposits of mineral in the calcifying leg tendon from the domestic turkey, Meleagris gallopavo, have been investigated by high voltage electron microscopy and three-dimensional computer graphic imaging of serial thick tissue sections. The work demonstrates that the tendon extracellular matrix is a complex assembly of somewhat flexible, highly aligned collagen fibrils with different diameters and occasionally opposite directionality. Smaller collagen fibrils appear to branch from larger fibrils or to aggregate to form those of greater size. While the matrices are dominated by fibrils, space exists between adjacent packed fibrils. The three-dimensional perspective indicates that approximately 60% of the total tendon volume is extrafibrillar over the regions examined. The first observable mineral in this tissue is extrafibrillar and appears to derive from vesicles. This view of three-dimensional matrix-mineral spatial relations supports earlier two-dimensional results that mineral is initially associated with membrane-invested vesicles and is deposited between collagen fibrils, but it is distinct in showing the mineral at different depths in the matrix rather than at a single depth as deduced from two-dimensional conventional electron microscopy. These results are important in the onset and development of tendon calcification in that they suggest, first, that collagen fibrils appear to be aligned three-dimensionally such that their hole zones are in contiguous arrangement. This situation may create channels or grooves within the collagen volume to accommodate extensive mineral deposition in association with the fibrils. Second, the results indicate that there are widely dispersed sites of vesicle-mediated mineralization in the tendon matrix, that the bulk of mineralization in this tissue is collagen-mediated, and that, while vesicles may possibly exert some local influence temporally on mineralization of neighboring collagen, vesicle- and collagen-mediated mineralization arise at spatially and structurally distinct sites by independent nucleation phenomena. Such concepts are fundamental in considerations of possible mechanisms of mineralization of tendon and potentially of other normally calcifying vertebrate tissues in general.